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Exam Board: AQALevel: GCSE Grade 9-1Subject: Combined ScienceFirst Teaching:
September 2016, First Exams: June 2018 However you like to learn, Letts will get you
through your AQA GCSE 9-1 exam. Inside this book you'll find a revision guide,
practice workbook and test paper in one! * Have a go with hands-on activities on every
spread* Listen up with free audio download for every topic* Tons of exam-style practice
questions, just like the real thing Suitable for AQA GCSE 9-1 Science.
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: Combined Science First teaching: September 2016
First exams: June 2018 This unique and innovative Revision Book supports all learning
styles so that every student can achieve the best results. Whether you are a visual,
auditory or kinaesthetic learner, this revision guide supports the revision techniques that
you are most suited to, ensuring you revise effectively. * comprises a revision guide and
exam practice workbook in one edition * engaging, magazine-inspired revision pages *
includes 'hands-on' revision activities * an audio 'walkthrough' of every topic (free
download) * exam-style practice questions for every topic * includes complete GCSE
Combined Science Higher Tier practice test papers
Based on principles of cognitive science, this three-step approach to effective revision
combines knowledge, retrieval and interleaving, and extensive exam-style practice to
help students master knowledge and skills for GCSE success. UK schools save 50%
off the RRP! Discount will be automatically applied when you order on your school
account.
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy First teaching:
September 2016 First exams: June 2018 AQA approved GCSE Science is changing
and AQA GCSE (9-1) Chemistry for Combined Science from Collins has been
developed to embed the skills your students need to succeed in all three assessment
objectives, while providing a clear and supportive route through the new, more
challenging GCSE content. * Each spread starts with language and ideas at a lower
level and increases in complexity, engaging students of all ability levels * Key concept
spreads highlight knowledge that students must grasp before they can move on *
Dedicated pages on analysing, interpreting and evaluating all the required practicals, so
students are fully prepared for the indirect assessment. * Maths activities at the
appropriate level are embedded throughout, along with Maths skills pages that focus on
developing the skills needed for each topic * Prepare students for the demands of the
new specification with differentiated questions, worked examples and lots of
opportunities to practice * Co-teach both Foundation and Higher tier with a single book
(the Higher-only content is clearly flagged).
AQA Approved Build your students' scientific thinking, analysis and evaluation with this
textbook that leads them seamlessly from basic concepts to more complicated theories,
with topical examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout. Developed specifically for the 2016 AQA GCSE Combined Science Trilogy
specification. -Builds experimental, analytical and evaluation skills with activities that
introduce the 16 required practicals, along with extra Working Scientifically tasks for
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broader learning -Provides plenty of opportunity for students to apply their knowledge
and understanding with Test Yourself questions, Show You Can challenges, Chapter
review questions and synoptic practice questions -Supports Foundation and Higher tier
students in one book, with Higher tier-only content clearly marked. This book covers the
topics in Biology Paper 1, Chemistry Paper 1, Physics Paper 1, Biology Paper 2,
Chemistry Paper 2 and Physics Paper 2
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy First teaching:
September 2016 First exams: June 2018 AQA approved
Exam Board: OCR Level & Subject: GCSE Combined Science First teaching:
September 2016 First exams: June 2018 OCR endorsed GCSE Science is changing
and OCR Gateway GCSE (9-1) Biology for Combined Science from Collins has been
developed to embed the skills your students need to succeed in all three assessment
objectives, while providing a clear and supportive route through the new, more
challenging GCSE content. * Each spread starts with language and ideas at a lower
level and increases in complexity, engaging students of all ability levels * Key concept
spreads highlight knowledge that students must grasp before they can move on *
Dedicated pages on analysing, interpreting and evaluating practicals, so students are
fully prepared for the indirect assessment. * Maths activities at the appropriate level are
embedded throughout, along with Maths skills pages that focus on developing the skills
needed for each topic * Prepare students for the demands of the new specification with
differentiated questions, worked examples and lots of opportunities to practice * Coteach both Foundation and Higher tier with a single book (the Higher-only content is
clearly flagged).
Our Revision Workbooks help students develop vital skills throughout their course in
preparation for the exam.

Exam Board: AQA, Edexcel, OCR & WJEC Eduqas Level: GCSE Grade 9-1
Subject: Combined Science First Teaching: September 2016, First Exams: June
2018 Left your GCSE Grade 9-1 Combined Science revision to the last minute?
Don't panic! Letts will get you through. Practise and pass your exam in just two
weeks with this effective new Letts revision guide that gets straight to the point.
Don't have enough time to learn Combined Science in 4 weeks? Our customised
14-day revision plan breaks down essential topics like biology, chemistry and
physics into manageable blocks that take less than an hour to revise. Impressive!
Plus, summary boxes after each topic make sure you don't miss out on any key
points. Check your recall and understanding with quick tests and questions
designed to prepare you for your GCSE Grade 9-1 exam. Looking for more
GCSE Grade 9-1 science revision guides? Be sure to check out our Biology In a
Week (9780008276041), Chemistry In a Week (9780008276058) and Physics In
a Week (9780008276065) study guides for GCSE Grade 9-1 revision success.
Build your students' scientific thinking, analysis and evaluation with this textbook
that leads them seamlessly from basic concepts to more complicated theories,
with topical examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout.
Developed specifically for the 2016 AQA GCSE Combined Science Trilogy
specification. -Builds experimental, analytical and evaluation skills with activities
that introduce the 16 required practicals, along with extra Working Scientifically
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tasks for broader learning -Provides plenty of opportunity for students to apply
their knowledge and understanding with Test Yourself questions, Show You Can
challenges, Chapter review questions and synoptic practice questions -Supports
Foundation and Higher tier students in one book, with Higher tier-only content
clearly marked. Pub dates subject to change due to pending accreditation of AQA
Specs
Exam Board: WJEC Level: GCSE Subject: Science First Teaching: September
2016 First Exam: Summer 2018 Target success in Science with this proven
formula for effective, structured revision; key content coverage is combined with
exam-style tasks and practical tips to create a revision guide that students can
rely on to review, strengthen and test their knowledge. With My Revision Notes,
every student can: - Plan and manage a successful revision programme using
the topic-by-topic planner - Consolidate subject knowledge by working through
clear and focused content coverage - Test understanding and identify areas for
improvement with regular 'Now Test Yourself' tasks and answers - Improve exam
technique through practice questions, expert tips and examples of typical
mistakes to avoid - Get exam ready with extra quick quizzes and answers to the
practice questions available online Please note that some of the quizzes from the
WJEC GCSE My Revision Notes series are also used in the WJEC GCSE
Teaching and Learning resources.
Help your students perfect their understanding and prepare for examinations with
accessible science content presented at the right level. An accessible Revision
Guide that completely covers the most recent specification with up-to-date
revision questions. Written by best-selling authors with substantial examining
experience at both Foundation and Higher level for CCEA. - Ensures students'
understanding with clear worked examples and content written at the correct
level - Provides practice for assessment with lots of Revision Questions Enables students to improve their grade with helpful exam tips that covers key
terminology and guidance on preparing for assessment - Helps students to
practise and remember key terms with a full Glossary
The Wright Science Pocket Booster is designed to assist those students
embarking on their GCSE Science examinations. This book has been written to
cover the key facts for the first biology exam paper for the higher tier on OCR
Gateway A. Inside the book, in addition to the printed notes, you also have QR
codes that will take you directly to a video that supports that topic. This book is
written for the GCSE Combined Science course. It has been written by a
secondary science teacher teaching in England using the resources my students
have always found to be helpful.
The UK's bestselling GCSE Science series has now been updated and
specifically tailored for the new 2016 AQA GCSE Science (9-1) specifications.
These brand new Workbooks are the perfect companion for the series and
support your Foundation students on their journey from KS3 to success in the
new AQA GCSE.
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With Revision Workbooks for question practice and Revision Guides for
classroom and independent study, our revision resources are the smart choice
for those revising for AQA GCSE Science.
Build essential maths, literacy and working scientifically skills to boost marks in
GCSE Biology and ensure that students reach their full potential. Suitable for all
specifications, this skills book provides additional support and will help to: Sharpen mathematical skills with plenty of practice questions and coverage of all
the maths techniques needed for the exams. - Improve literacy skills with tips on
how to write longer answers, plus peer-assessment marking activities. - Develop
the working scientifically skills needed to plan, carry out and evaluate practical
experiments, in order to secure the maximum number of marks. - Build
confidence by putting skills into practice; using our three-step formula students
will progress from worked examples to guided questions and exam-style
questions, with fully-worked solutions in the book. - Raise performance in the
exams with practical advice on how to revise effectively and tips on
understanding the questions, command words and assessment objectives.
Freesciencelessons is the most viewed GCSE Science channel on Youtube and
has helped countless students to achieve or exceed their expectations in their
GCSE Science exams. This is the companion workbook for the GCSE Triple
Biology 1 videos for the AQA specification. Written by Shaun Donnelly (who
appears in every video), this book contains hundreds of questions to guide
students through the course. Accompanied by detailed on-line answers, this is
the perfect resource for every student following the AQA specification.Every topic
is covered in depth, including all the required practicals. A specimen exam paper
is also included, allowing students to check their progress across the subject.
Specifically tailored for the new AQA GCSE Science (91) specifications, this third
edition supports your students on their journey from Key Stage 3 and through to
success in the new linear GCSE qualifications. This series help students and
teachers monitor progress, while supporting the increased demand, maths, and
new practical requirements.
AQA approved. Develop your students' scientific thinking and practical skills
within a more rigorous curriculum; differentiated practice questions, progress
tracking, mathematical support and assessment preparation will consolidate
understanding and develop key skills to ensure progression. - Builds scientific
thinking, analysis and evaluation skills with dedicated Working Scientifically tasks
and support for the 8 required practicals, along with extra activities for broader
learning - Supports students of all abilities with plenty of scaffolded and
differentiated Test Yourself Questions, Show You Can challenges, Chapter
review Questions and synoptic practice Questions - Supports Foundation and
Higher tier students, with Higher tier-only content clearly marked - Builds Literacy
skills for the new specification with key words highlighted and practice extended
answer writing and spelling/vocabulary tests
AQA approved. Build your students' scientific thinking, analysis and evaluation
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with this textbook that leads them seamlessly from basic concepts to more
complicated theories, with topical examples, practical activities and mathematical
support throughout. Developed specifically for the 2016 AQA GCSE Combined
Science Trilogy specification. -Builds experimental, analytical and evaluation
skills with activities that introduce the 16 required practicals, along with extra
Working Scientifically tasks for broader learning -Provides plenty of opportunity
for students to apply their knowledge and understanding with Test Yourself
questions, Show You Can challenges, Chapter review questions and synoptic
practice questions -Supports Foundation and Higher tier students in one book,
with Higher tier-only content clearly marked. Book 1 covers the topics in Biology
Paper 1, Chemistry Paper 1 and Physics Paper 1
Please note this title is suitable for any student studying:Exam Board: AQALevel:
GCSESubject: Chemistry gor Combined Science (Trilogy)First teaching:
September 2016First exams: June 2018The UK's bestselling GCSE Science
series has been updated and specifically tailored for the 2016 AQA GCSE
Science (9-1) specifications. These brand new Workbooks are the perfect
companion for the series and support your students on their journey from KS3 to
success in the new AQA GCSE. This serieshelps students and teachers to
monitor progress, while supporting the increased demand, mathematical content,
and new practical requirements.
First published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Build your students' scientific thinking, analysis and evaluation with this textbook
that leads them seamlessly from basic concepts to more complicated theories,
with topical examples, practical activities and mathematical support throughout. Developed specifically for the 2016 AQA GCSE Combined Science Trilogy
specification. -Builds experimental, analytical and evaluation skills with activities
that introduce the 16 required practicals, along with extra Working Scientifically
tasks for broader learning -Provides plenty of opportunity for students to apply
their knowledge and understanding with Test Yourself questions, Show You Can
challenges, Chapter review questions and synoptic practice questions -Supports
Foundation and Higher tier students in one book, with Higher tier-only content
clearly marked. This book covers the topics in Biology Paper 1, Chemistry Paper
1, Physics Paper 1, Biology Paper 2, Chemistry Paper 2 and Physics Paper 2
AQA approved. Build your students' scientific thinking, analysis and evaluation
with this textbook that leads them seamlessly from basic concepts to more
complicated theories, with topical examples, practical activities and mathematical
support throughout. Developed specifically for the 2016 AQA GCSE Combined
Science Trilogy specification. -Builds experimental, analytical and evaluation
skills with activities that introduce the 16 required practicals, along with extra
Working Scientifically tasks for broader learning -Provides plenty of opportunity
for students to apply their knowledge and understanding with Test Yourself
questions, Show You Can challenges, Chapter review questions and synoptic
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practice questions -Supports Foundation and Higher tier students in one book,
with Higher tier-only content clearly marked. Book 2 covers the topics in Biology
Paper 2, Chemistry Paper 2 and Physics Paper 2
Exam Board: AQA Level: GCSE Subject: Combined Science First Teaching: September 2016
First Exam: Summer 2018 Unlock your students' full potential with these revision guides from
our best-selling series My Revision Notes With My Revision Notes your students can: Manage their own revision with step-by-step support from experienced teachers with
examining experience. - Apply scientific terms accurately with the help of definitions and key
words. - Prepare for practicals with questions based on practical work. - Focus on the key
points from each topic - Plan and pace their revision with the revision planner. - Test
understanding with end-of-topic questions and answers. - Get exam ready with last minute
quick quizzes available on the Hodder Education Website.
Freesciencelessons is the most viewed GCSE Science channel on Youtube and has helped
countless students to achieve or exceed their expectations in their GCSE Science exams. This
is the companion workbook for the GCSE Combined Science Higher Biology 1 videos for the
AQA specification. Written by Shaun Donnelly (who appears in every video), this book contains
hundreds of questions to guide students through the course. Accompanied by detailed on-line
answers, this is the perfect resource for every student following the AQA specification.Every
topic is covered in depth, including all the required practicals. A specimen exam paper is also
included, allowing students to check their progress across the subject.
Freesciencelessons is the most viewed GCSE Science channel on Youtube and has helped
countless students to achieve or exceed their expectations in their GCSE Science exams. This
is the companion workbook for the GCSE Combined Science Foundation Physics 1 videos for
the AQA specification. Written by Shaun Donnelly (who appears in every video), this book
contains hundreds of questions to guide students through the course. Accompanied by
detailed on-line answers, this is the perfect resource for every student following the AQA
specification.Every topic is covered in depth, including all the required practicals. A specimen
exam paper is also included, allowing students to check their progress across the subject.
The Wright Science Pocket Booster is designed to assist those students embarking on their
GCSE Science examinations. This book has been written to cover the key facts for the first
chemistry exam paper for the higher tier on OCR Gateway A. Inside the book, in addition to the
printed notes, you also have QR codes that will take you directly to a video that supports that
topic. This book is written for the GCSE Combined Science course. It has been written by a
secondary science teacher teaching in England using the resources my students have always
found to be helpful.
Series Editor: Mark Levesley Pearson's resources are designed to be simple, inclusive and
inspiring and to support students in studying for Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Combined Science.
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: GCSE Biology First teaching: September 2016 First
exams: June 2018 AQA approved
The UK's bestselling GCSE Science series has now been updated and specifically tailored for
the new 2016 AQA GCSE Science (9-1) specifications. These brand new Workbooks are the
perfect companion for the series and support your Higher students on their journey from KS3
to success in the new AQA GCSE.
Exam Board: AQA Level & Subject: GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy First teaching:
September 2016 First exams: June 2018 AQA approved Collins AQA GCSE (9-1) Physics for
Combined Science: Trilogy Student Book revised edition has been approved by AQA. GCSE
Science is changing and AQA GCSE (9-1) Physics for Combined Science:Trilogy from Collins
has been developed to embed the skills your students need to succeed in all three assessment
objectives, while providing a clear and supportive route through the new, more challenging
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GCSE content. * Each spread starts with language and ideas at a lower level and increases in
complexity, engaging students of all ability levels * Key concept spreads highlight knowledge
that students must grasp before they can move on * Dedicated pages on analysing,
interpreting and evaluating all the required practicals, so students are fully prepared for the
indirect assessment. * Maths activities at the appropriate level are embedded throughout,
along with Maths skills pages that focus on developing the skills needed for each topic *
Prepare students for the demands of the new specification with differentiated questions,
worked examples and lots of opportunities to practice * Co-teach both Foundation and Higher
tier with a single book (the Higher-only content is clearly flagged).

New student book to prepare lower-ability students for completing AQA Entry Level
Certificate in Science or Foundation Combined Science: Trilogy. Carefully designed to
break core concepts down into manageable chunks, with regular progress checks to
build student confidence and identify those that are ready to move onto Combined
Science: Trilogy.
Freesciencelessons is the most viewed GCSE Science channel on Youtube and has
helped countless students to achieve or exceed their expectations in their GCSE
Science exams. This is the companion workbook for the GCSE Combined Science
Foundation Biology 2 videos for the AQA specification. Written by Shaun Donnelly (who
appears in every video), this book contains hundreds of questions to guide students
through the course. Accompanied by detailed on-line answers, this is the perfect
resource for every student following the AQA specification.Every topic is covered in
depth, including all the required practicals. A specimen exam paper is also included,
allowing students to check their progress across the subject.
The Wright Science Pocket Booster is designed to assist those students embarking on
their GCSE Science examinations. This book has been written to cover the key facts for
the first biology exam paper for the foundation tier on OCR Gateway A. Inside the book,
in addition to the printed notes, you also have QR codes that will take you directly to a
video that supports that topic. This book is written for the GCSE Combined Science
course. It has been written by a secondary science teacher teaching in England using
the resources my students have always found to be helpful.
The Wright Science Pocket Booster is designed to assist those students embarking on
their GCSE Science examinations. This book has been written to cover the key facts for
the first physics exam paper for the higher tier on OCR Gateway A. Inside the book, in
addition to the printed notes, you also have QR codes that will take you directly to a
video that supports that topic. This book is written for the GCSE Combined Science
course. It has been written by a secondary science teacher teaching in England using
the resources my students have always found to be helpful.
The Wright Science Pocket Booster is designed to assist those students embarking on
their GCSE Science examinations. This book has been written to cover the key facts for
the second chemistry exam paper for the higher tier on OCR Gateway A. Inside the
book, in addition to the printed notes, you also have QR codes that will take you directly
to a video that supports that topic. This book is written for the GCSE Combined Science
course. It has been written by a secondary science teacher teaching in England using
the resources my students have always found to be helpful.
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